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Introduction and Idea 
My digital artefact is visual analyse of video game nostalgia and how we experience those same 
feelings when we play video game remakes and remasters, many years after the original. 
Exploring what features of video games trigger nostalgia through the analysis of Crash 
Bandicoot Insane Trilogy and if these are only popular because of the original games. 
 

 
 

 
 
Links to Posts 
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/09/19/chelsea-crash-bandicoot-bcm215/ 
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/09/26/jared-crash-bandicoot-bcm215/ 
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/10/04/olivia-crash-bandicoot-bcm215/ 
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/11/04/tony-hawks-pro-skater-hd-remake-bcm215/ 
 
Feedback  
I found this research very enjoyable and insightful. After my pitch, beta videos, feedback from 
tutors and responses from my survey. I decided to adjust my digital artefact to cover more 
aspects of video game remakes and dive deeper. The gaming community on IGN has identified 
remakes that they consider bad or poorly made, I wanted to discover if these games also 
provided a nostalgic feel and what aspects achieved this. A point was raised remakes are just an 
easier and simpler way for developers to make large profits. My ideation was to address new 
points to enhance my digital artefact.  

https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/09/19/chelsea-crash-bandicoot-bcm215/
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/09/26/jared-crash-bandicoot-bcm215/
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/10/04/olivia-crash-bandicoot-bcm215/
https://jettblog67.wordpress.com/2020/11/04/tony-hawks-pro-skater-hd-remake-bcm215/


 
Methodology 
My methodology was gathering participants, both who had played the original Crash Bandicoot 
games and others who hadn’t. I recorded the gameplay of the participants, sped up the video 
and uploaded to Tik Tok with trending music accompanying it. I asked questions at the end to 
gather their thoughts and explore any nostalgic feelings they experienced playing the remake. 
 
Background Research & Analytic Framework 
As part of my analytical framework I looked into journal article “Once Upon a Game: Exploring 
Video Game Nostalgia and Its Impact on Well-Being”. Nostalgia is defined as positive or 
negative feelings depending on our mind and lives that are associated with significant events 
that are relived through our memory (Wulf, Bowman, Velez & Breuer 2020). Blended emotion is 
when we associate our happiness with certain events now but also aware that these are 
previous events and we will never experience them the same again (Wulf, Bowman, Velez & 
Breuer 2020). Psychological effects and advantages of original gaming experiences explores 
how calling this creates nostalgic feelings and positive relationships to well-being. Quantitative 
examination insinuates that nostalgia was triggered by previous memories and the need for 
consistent satisfaction with remembrance and through social settings our memory is enhanced. 
Concluding that nostalgia within video games brings out emotions, opinions and facts while 
influencing well-being on individuals (Wulf, Bowman, Velez & Breuer 2020). 
 
Another journal article ‘Running head: video game nostalgia and retro gaming’ explores how 
playing older games indirectly through memories or directly through remakes or replaying 
enhances player well-being (Wulf, Bowman, Rieger, Velez, & Breuer 2018). As well-being is 
subjective, nostalgia can depict negative emotions and boredom as well but from self-concept 
clarity, nostalgia increases life satisfaction and provides light for the future. (Wulf, Bowman, 
Rieger, Velez, & Breuer 2018). Nostalgia can cancel out loneliness and awkward social 
encounters if psychological threats are made on well-being. A study included participants 
playing Pokémon Go, from this experience their well-being was enhanced from the 
entertainment aspect and resilience directly correlated with nostalgic feelings. Concluding, the 
entertainment factor of remakes can directly relate to enhanced well-being and provide a 
positive experience for gamers (Wulf, Bowman, Rieger, Velez, & Breuer 2018). 
 
Utility 
The utility was to explore why developers decide to remake a video game. is it for the 
community or it is just a cheap and easier way to recycle material to bring in large profits? 
Investigating the specific aspects of video games that provide nostalgic feelings, including 
characters, game style, music and sounds and recognisable levels or maps. 
 
Project Success and Limitations  
My project has many successes so far, uncovering what various features trigger nostalgia, these 
being game style, controls and levels and the feelings that we re-experience when playing 
remakes. Limitations, not having access to all the games I wanted to analyse, this was overcome 



with watching YouTube videos on the relevant games and using secondary research. The 
current pandemic limited my participant range, but feel was completed safely and effectively. 
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